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آموزشگاه پرسا

1  Which sentence is grammatically WRONG?

There is no possibility of changing the exam time, is there?

Tom knows that his father is in the hospital, doesn't he?

The computer is working. It fixed while you were outside.

I don't think anyone will volunteer to help those people, will they?

2  Hafez .................. mostly .................. for a special type of poetry that is called Ghazal.

have - remembered is - remembered have - remember is - remembering

3  The questions .................. carefully by the students.

was replying were replied replied is replying

4  My father and I will not come back untill they come, ..................?

will we won't we do we don't we

5  He is the kind of student who always try to stay .................., even under pressure.

terrible close surprised calm

6  The old man has fifteen .................. .

parent grandchild grandchildren grandparent

7  I had the .................. that he was frightened.

memory strength sense kindness

8  Hafez's poems are part of our national .................. .

principal moral heritage tool

9  Tom went to Paris to catch his new .................. in economy.

diploma practice textbook pressure

10  She got the best .................. in her painting test.

society still score scientist

11  Bicycles  .................. in this city instead of public transport.

are widely used are widely use are using widely are used widely

12  Don't let the children jump .................. I paid good money for that.

on the chair on the sofa at the sofa in the sofa

13  Originally the book .................. in Spanish, .................. a few years ago it was translated into
English.

had written- and is written- but has been written - but was written- and
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14  The children from this .................. know a lot more about technology than their parents’ group.

consideration combination satisfaction generation

15  There is neither electricity nor gas on the island, .................. ?

isn't there isn't it is there there isn't 
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